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Message From The Chairman
Lance Abramson

B

aruch Hashem in hindsight the last year has been one of our most successful years at Hatzolah.
There are many reasons for this, too many to go into here, but certainly some of these are set out
in the pages that follow.

The main highlight of the past year was certainly the Hatzolah International Convention (see page 7).
What can I say? 50 delegates from 20 Hatzolahs around the world: It exceeded not only our expectations,
but the expectations of all the delegates in every single way.
We shared information, we made friends and started a conversation that will hopefully have very far
reaching, positive influences – how can Hatzolahs around the world help one another?
For me personally the biggest benefit for Hatzolah South Africa was an external validation by our colleagues
of everything we have built here. The praise was overflowing and we were completely unprepared. We
knew we were doing well but quite honestly, had no idea how well. Which is why this comment made to
me by one of the delegates on Friday night after supper was probably one of my favourites:
“I’ll be honest, when we received the invite we thought let’s go have a good time in Africa! Less than two hours
after starting we realized OMG, we have so much to learn from these guys!”
We too learned a lot and have seen the benefits flowing through our organisation in a number of different
ways.
Of course nothing that we do can be accomplished without the unbelievable generosity of you, our
amazing community! Without your ongoing support and encouragement it would simply not be possible
for Hatzolah SA to keep on achieving.
May Hashem bless you in the coming year so that our partnership allows us to continue to keep growing
and serving the community until He ultimately decides that our work is no longer required with the coming
of Moshiach speedily in our days.
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Message From The GM
Darren Sevitz

R

ecently, I was privileged to be involved with an emergency call in which we delivered a baby.
I was also recently involved in a call where despite our best efforts, the patient unfortunately
passed away. Two calls with such extremely opposite outcomes, and yet the one common factor
in both, was the immense display of gratitude from the families of the patients.
Working closely with both the full-time and volunteer teams, I witness daily the superhuman effort and
dedication that goes into every call, irrespective of the nature of the emergency. It is this passion, this zeal
that earns the respect and admiration of our community. And deservedly so.
We are blessed with an operational team of dispatchers and responders (both medical and crisis),
administrative, marketing and support staff and board members, whose immeasurable love and enthusiasm
for Hatzolah spills over into everything we do. It is this obsession with serving our community at the highest
levels of excellence that fuels the many exciting new projects we have initiated, which you can see in this
publication.
With Hashems’s help, we will continue to impact the lives of our community for the good, a community
whose generous support makes all our endeavours possible.
Wishing you a blessed and successful 5779.
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Message From Rabbi Auerbach

O

n the twentieth anniversary of Hatzolah, we salute this incredible organisation for its amazing work in
saving so many lives and helping so many people during difficult moments.

An idea that germinated in the mind of one Jew in Brooklyn, then supported by the late Satmar Rebbe
Zatzal and brought to South Africa by a few idealistic people, has helped this organisation become a
powerful vehicle of Chessed and service to the entire Jewish community.
We can all emulate Hatzolah by realizing that from humble beginnings great things can happen in our lives.
From a few determined people sitting around a dining-room table, we now have a full-fledged Hatzolah
which equals, if not surpasses, other branches throughout the world, as we saw during our hugely successful
international convention this past year.
Our sages tell us that G-d says “Open up for me an opening the size of an eye of a needle, and I will open
up for you an opening the size of the portal to the Beis HaMikdash.” Hashem asks of us only to make
a beginning, an attempt to be kind, and then with unbelievable Siyatta Dishmaya, help from above, He
enables us to achieve astounding results.
When we see that our community is lacking something which is necessary, it is important not to be
discouraged and worry that the goal is too difficult. We must do what we can and know that Hashem is on
our side and will help us succeed in all our challenges.
Hatzolah has earned this Siyatta Dishmaya through its unwavering dedication and commitment to helping
the Jewish community in every way possible. Its programs have enhanced and contributed to the welfare
of our community. Likewise, the commitment of the Jewish community to assist Hatzolah is something of
which we can all be very proud.
Well done to Hugo’s Heroes who have added a wonderful dimension to the work you do. By bringing
first aid equipment into all the Jewish schools and teaching first aid to the students, Hugo’s Heroes are a
wonderful offshoot of Hatzolah and a memorial to this remarkable boy who made such an impact on our
special community.
May Hatzolah continue to go Machayil el Chayil.
With best wishes for continued success.
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Message From The Chief Rabbi
Rabbi Dr Warren Goldstein

W

hat would we do without Hatzolah? Life without it would be unimaginable. We all have peace of
mind knowing that its life-saving assistance is a call away. Hatzolah is founded on one of the most
important Torah principles, and that is: to save one life is to save a world. Every life is precious and
every second is crucial.
The value for life is so deeply ingrained in the Jewish psyche. This is rooted in the Torah, as we read: “And
you shall keep my statutes and my laws which a person shall do and live by them.”
These three words in the phrase “live by them” are embedded with so much meaning. A fundamental Torah
principle is pikuach nefesh – the idea that almost all of the commandments are suspended in order to
save a life. The Gemara (Yoma 85b) derives this principle from our verse: “And you shall live by them.” The
mitzvot are here for us to live by – not, Heaven forbid, to die by.
This has far-reaching implications. In any situation in which a person’s life is even possibly in danger
(within reason), a person is not only permitted to transgress a Torah commandment, that person is, in fact,
obligated to do so, if it would alleviate the danger. This applies even in a situation where transgressing the
commandment would lead only to a very limited extension of life – be it a minute, or even a second. In
Judaism, every moment of every life is precious and sacred. As the Gemara puts it: “A moment of life is
called life.” Every moment of life is special.
I would like to take this opportunity to pay tribute to Hatzolah, which is made up of individuals who truly
understand that saving an individual is saving the world, that every moment of life is precious, that every
second counts and that saving lives and helping people in distress is a holy mission from Hashem.
May Hashem bless Hatzolah with many more years of continued success in saving lives and helping those
in an emergency with speed, compassion, humility and professionalism.
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International Hatzolah Convention
HATZOLAH DELEGATES FROM AROUND THE WORLD GATHER IN SOUTH AFRICA
TO SUPPORT AND INSPIRE ONE ANOTHER.
In November 2017 over 50 delegates from 20 different Hatzolah branches around the world gathered in South Africa
for an international Hatzolah convention.
The idea to get Hatzolah members from around the world together was the brainchild of David Shapiro, the legal
director of Hatzolah South Africa.
The main driver behind this convention was to allow the delegates to network with other Hatzolah members from other
countries, to learn from and teach one another and to thereby improve their service to their respective communities.
The delegates had a full programme of talks on emergency medicine and Hatzolah related topics presented by local
medical experts as well as by some of the delegates themselves. Networking time was also available to the delegates
around the programme. As one of the delegates so pointedly put it - A Hatzolah convention is the place where we
get to talk shop all day without getting disturbed!
On Friday the delegates went on safari in the Pilansberg National Game Reserve where they spent Shabbat. Lectures
and discussions continued on Shabbat focusing on halachik aspects of emergency medicine. These were given
by two local Rabbis – Rabbi Auerbach who is the Rabbi of Hatzolah SA and Rabbi Fox who has a particular interest
in medical halacha. In addition Rabbi Dr Tatz flew out from the UK and joined the convention to discuss halachik
medical topics on which he is a world expert.
The convention was an outstanding success with every delegate at the convention learning something from the
collective pool of expertise in attendance, which they could then take back to their organisations and thereby improve
operations in some way for their local organisations.
At Hatzolah South Africa we push ourselves on a path of continual improvement. We were proud to have hosted this
convention. More importantly, it became abundantly clear during the convention that we are at the cutting edge of
Hatzolah’s worldwide. Many comments to this effect were heard from the delegates.
We made excellent connections around the world, but made even better friends. We look forward to working closely
with these Hatzolah’s to a mutual and continual improvement.

Lance Abramson - Chairman, Hatzolah South Africa
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Thank You From The Community
I would like to thank the Hatzolah team for being extremely responsive and helpful! After 5 hours other medical services had not
arrived, but after calling Hatzolah the team arrived within 7 minutes!
My deepest and sincerest thanks to the team of wonderful, amazing guys who came in an instant to assist me and my son yesterday
morning when he collapsed and split open the back of his head. There are no words to describe what respect and admiration I
have for this incredible organisation. Kol Hakavod to you all for your selfless, caring, compassionate and highly qualified men who
do this unbelievable work and provide this outstanding medical service. You should all be blessed to continue your wonderful work.
You go beyond the distance. Thank you thank you thank you.
I’ve always known that what you do is amazing but today you were more than amazing. Thank you for helping me out today with
the gentleman that died in my block of flats (Xxxxx Xxxxxx in Killarney). I appreciate this very much and take my hat off to you all
that make this organisation one of the strongest backbones of our community. It’s organisations like Hatzolah that make me proud
to be a Jew. Thank you once again.
I just want to give a big shoutout and *THANK YOU* to Yudi,
Rael, Yehuda Sevitz and Hilly for responding to my niece at
school this morning. We never take you guys (all of you) for
granted!!! And it makes me realize how blessed and fortunate
I am to be part of this family.
With love and gratitude, Xxxxx

I would sincerely like to thank the paramedics who attended
to my medical emergency at xx, xxth Street Orange Grove on
Tuesday the 22nd of May at around 1pm. Very professional,
quick responders, who showed empathy and warmth.
Although I was quite out of it, I felt like I was in safe hands.
Thank you for the wonderful job that you do.

I would just like to give a big thank you to Hatzolah. At the end of last year my mother pushed me to attend one of your CPR
courses as I am volunteering with children at the moment. To be honest at the start I thought it was going to be the biggest
waste of my time as I thought I would never be in a situation where I would have to perform CPR on someone. I always thought
there would be someone else nearby who would know how to do it. Today I was mistaken. I was running on the treadmill at my
small gym located in an office block. Some man came running up the stairs screaming does anyone know CPR as a woman has
just collapsed and is not breathing. No one new CPR except me. Before I could even think I ran down stairs and saw her lying on
the floor. My adrenaline kicked as well as the voice of my Hatzolah instructor going through every little step. I managed to do 30
compressions before she took a big breath and start to open her eyes. I even remembered to roll her on her side once she started
breathing. I can’t thank your team enough. I am so thankful that our community is blessed with such an amazing organisation. Had
I not come to your CPR course who knows what would have happened to that lady today.
I would like to thank the guys at Hatzolah, who helped my mother about 5 weeks ago at Golden Acres. They were there before
I arrived, and I got there fast, and were very professional and compassionate. They were actually fantastic. The guys concerned
were Bernard Segal, Judd Baum and Yudi Singer. Thanks guys. We are very blessed to have such an organisation. Even though my
mother passed away about 2 weeks ago, these guys gave her an extra 3 weeks of life.
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you so much. I cannot thank you enough. On Friday 17th February at around 12 noon, I collapsed in
our kitchen at home knocking my head on the hardest floor in the house. My head was in a pool of blood and I was unconscious.
Thankfully my wife called Hatzolah and within 5 minutes your team was here. I don’t remember much before waking up in the
Milpark ICU, but your team was just fantastic and remarkably efficient and professional. Thanks again! My head is healing well and
I’m not out of the woods yet, but progressing well. Since that day I’ve have 2 stents and a pacemaker put in. I may have to go into
hospital again next week for another procedure. Meantime B”H I’m alive to tell the tale with no small gratitude to your wonderful
team and organisation.
Words cannot describe my gratitude to your team. They responded in less than 30 seconds to my residence to assist my mother
who was feeling gravely ill. PROFESSIONAL, EFFICIENT and JUST PLAIN AMAZING
On behalf of my siblings and I we wish to express our extreme hakarat hatov to the team that was called out to my mother at
Golden Acres last Wednesday night. Firstly, just to know that there is someone to call is a great relief. When the responders poured
into her flat we were grateful for their care and experience in handling my mom. They worked extremely hard to resuscitate her
and we were kept informed all the time. Uriel Rosen was with us at the hospital and his care and expertise were outstanding. At
one stage I said to him – “don’t you think you have gone beyond the call of duty as he was with us for a long while. His response
was “This is my call of duty”. To each and every one of the team we are truly grateful. My mom is still in ICU and PG making decent
progress. She has truly been given a second chance by Hashem and His team of angels.May Hashem bless you all and give you
the strength to continue this special work. We are proud of you all.
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Thank You From The Community
Dearest Hatzolah team,
On Friday morning, my son and I were in a horrific car accident on Xth avenue and XXth street Orange Grove. I phoned Hatzolah- I
don’t even remember what I said to the operator- but you guys found us and more importantly you helped us. My son (2 ½ years)
had split his head open (which required surgery later on in the day) and I cannot explain how calm and reassuring your team was.
You saved us. Please can you find out who the gentlemen were who helped us that morning and pass on this message. Thank them
from the bottom of my heart. I am forever grateful.

Dear Hilly Reuben and his team of Hatzolah respondents,
I would like to express profound thanks and gratitude to Hilly and his team who responded to my call from Cyrildene JHB. They
were so caring and efficient in helping and trying to resuscitate Xxxxxxx. I was also overwhelmed by the attendance of more than
a Minyan of Hatzolah respondents who attended Xxxxxx’s funeral on Wednesday xxth January to pay her (and myself) respect and
honour. I feel immensely privileged to count myself part of a community that has such dignified and wonderful Menschen.

My name is Xxx Xxxxx Xxxxxxx and I live in London. My wife Xxxxxx and I were on holiday in South Africa and last week we were
staying at The Saxon Hotel in Johannesburg. My wife was suddenly taken ill at about 10pm and we feared she might be having
a heart attack. Through the hotel we sought the help of a doctor but there was a delay in anyone to attend her. We were then
told by a local friend of ours to call the Hatzolah emergency number which I did. Within about 15 minutes four of your wonderful
volunteers arrived at our hotel room and immediately and so competently thoroughly examined my wife. The leader of the team
was Uriel Rosen and I cannot speak too highly of his professionalism, ability and kindness. Within minutes he arranged for my
wife to be admitted to Morningside Hospital and crucially organised for a really good cardiologist to meet us at hospital. My wife
was admitted to hospital having, been taken there and treated on the way by your superbly trained and able team. Within hours,
through the initiative and determination of Uriel my wife was able to undergo a surgical procedure which was successfully carried
out by the excellent and kind Dr Angel. My wife was released from hospital within 48 hours and we have been able to continue our
holiday. This did not seem to be possible a few days ago.
I want to express the heartfelt thanks and appreciation of my wife and myself for the amazing help we received from your
wonderful organisation. In particular, I want to thank Uriel for all his assistance.

I was hugely grateful and impressed by Hatzolah when they
were called to come to my house, which they did ‘in the blink
of an eyelid’, on Thursday last, when I was not well. Our standalone community is extremely privileged and blessed beyond
words to have such a prompt and professional medical
emergency team at all times, upholding the safety and sanctity
of human life. The respect, discretion, diplomacy, effectiveness
and follow-up of the medical personnel who attended to me right into in the casualty ward itself and stayed with me - was
very comforting.

We want to thank Hatzolah most sincerely for the wonderful
work the team did on Sunday 25th September. They attended
to me at home and then transported me by Ambulance
to Morningside Hospital. They were efficient, caring and
concerned. We would like to mention how amazing Robyn
was on the phone. She wanted only the best for me and
advised us what to do. Thank you very much Robyn. The guys
who were wonderful were Daniel Singer, Yudi Singer, Dovi Joel
and Rael Jankelowitz.

Hi Judy, my name is Xxxxxx Xxxxxx & I would just like to send out a word of thanks & appreciate to your team of paramedics who
responded to my son Xxxx’s fall from a jumping castle at King David Victory Park on Wednesday (did not get all the guys names
but know & spoke to Yudi Singer). Their care & assistance was unbelievable. Thank you. They transported Xxxx to Linksfield Clinic
& I met Paramedic Daniel Singer there. What a truly amazing paramedic he went out of his way in every possible aspect & needs
a special mention & thanks. Just a quick update, Xxxx had 3 hours of surgery and had pins & plates inserted, he is in lots of pain
& swelling & was discharged this morning and is settled at home to begin his road to recovery. On behalf of Xxxx, myself and the
rest of the family we thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all your help and assistance.

My wife and I want to thank Hatzolah for their assistance with our grandmother on Saturday night. She fell and broke her hip at
her Alzheimer’s care home in Waverley and was assisted by the team of Uriel, Hilly and Jayden who were fantastic. The speed of
the response and the professionalism that they showed in stabilising her and transferring her to Netcare Linksfield was exemplary.

I have been the recipient of care from an unbelievable organisation over the past months, the last one being this past Monday. The
people behind the scenes, that is phone and office staff, make one feel very important. But the most awesome and mind blowing
are the men who head up the ambulances. I do not have enough adjectives and words to give the proper accolades
14
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Team Builder
atzolah’s annual team builder was a big question. No, really, it was. A quiz night hosted by QuizWizz for the
whole organisation – responders, dispatchers and admin pitting their wits and knowledge of the most random
and arbitrary facts against each other.

Fancy (nor not so fancy) dress for each team added to the general confusion, but by the end of the evening, it didn’t
really matter. When all was said and done, we were one team, united by our common goal of helping those in distress.

Food Boxes
Find yourself unexpectedly in hospital over a Shabbos or Yom Tov?
Want to light candles, make Kiddush? Daven? Read the Hagadah and have your 4 glasses of grape juice?
Well, Hatzolah has installed a food cabinet in each of the casualty areas at the Linksfield and Milpark hospitals.
These cabinets are stocked with some useful non-perishable goods, such as grape juice, matzah, noodles, tins of
tuna, cans of cold drink, and some other delectable delights. They also contain a siddur, candles and matches.
To gain access to these cabinets for yourself or for a loved one, just ask the very friendly Hatzolah medic who brought
the patient to hospital or the shift leader of the casualty unit.
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Hatzolah Team
Full time staff:
4 advanced life support medics (ALS),
3 intermediate life support medics (ILS),
4 basic life support medics (BLS),
3 dispatchers and 13 administration staff
Volunteers:
62 volunteer responders, 22 volunteer dispatchers (includes 2 volunteer responders),
33 volunteer Crisis Unit Responders (includes 14 volunteer responders/dispatchers)
Hatzolah is registered as an NPC in terms of Schedule 1 of Act 71 of 2008.
Hatzolah is run and managed by a board of directors consisting purely of volunteers:
President
Chairman
Medical Director
Legal Director
Financial Director
HR Director
Operations Director

Brian Jude, CEO Dynamic Seminars
Lance Abramson, patent attorney, partner at Spoor & Fisher
Dr Reuven Jacks, medical doctor and trauma surgeon
David Shapiro, attorney and director of Shapiro Aarons Inc
Gilly Levy, entrepreneur and owner of ProRaiz
Clive Breger, entrepreneur and owner of Nicci Boutiques
Dovber Unterslak, MD at Sho-Craft Displays

Volunteer fundraising convenors
Philip Jacobson
Retired businessman
Steven Greenstein
Investec Bank
Mark Uria
Entrepreneur, owner Smart Media

From left to right:
Lance Abramson, David Shapiro, Clive Breger, Reuven Jacks, Dovber Unterslak, Gilly Levy
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Hatzolah Team

Fulltime Team:

From left to right:
Seated: Dan Bacher, Uriel Rosen, Alon Crouse, Yudi Singer, Doron Susman, Albert Ndlovu, Gavin Tuch, Darren Sevitz
Standing: Daniel Singer, Yehuda Sevitz, Warren Katz, Dani Abramson, Lauren Smith, Ashira Sackstein, Avigdor Hack,
Hilly Reuben, Ryan Krawchuk, Bernard Segal

Admin Team:

From left to right:
Seated: Tarryn Rabin, Darren Sevitz, Shana Klempman
Standing: Maureen Puterman, Judy Teperson, Sharon
Newfield, Stacy Amber

Fundraising Team:

From left to right:
Seated: Marcelle Phillips, Miriam Unterslak,
Leigh Goldin
Standing: Rael Super, Maish Bookatz, Tali Flax

Fleet Management:

From left to right:
Ryan Krawchuk, Albert Ndlovu, Hilly Reuben

Hatzolah Team

Full Time Dispatchers:

Full Time ALS (Advanced Life Support)

From left to right:
Dani Abramson, Ashira Sackstein, Lauren Smith

From left to right:
Alon Crouse, Avigdor Hack, Yudi Singer, Uriel Rosen

Shabbos Drivers:

Cleaning Staff

From left to right:
Irvin Munzara, Albert Ndlovu, William Mokgwtsane,
Mpho Seleke, Simon Sibanda And Daniel RakgedI
Missing from Picture: Petrus Manyane

From left to right:
Mabel Lehumo, Yolanda Sithole,
Vanessa Zwelibanzi

Operations:

Ryan Krawchuk, Albert Ndlovu
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Sorbet Man
Thanks once again to Sorbet Man for bringing a pop-up store to Hatzolah House before Rosh Hashanah 5777. They
spoiled team Hatzolah with some very welcome and well-deserved, rejuvenating treatments and sprucing up before
Yom Tov. Thank you Sorbet Man!

Training In The Dark
“Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The arrogance of success is to think that what you did yesterday will be
sufficient for tomorrow.” — William Pollard.
Part of our efforts to ensure “medical excellence” and “unsurpassed response times” is continuous training. An area
that I am very involved in, is training of the Hatzolah responders on a monthly, weekly and ad hoc basis. These training
sessions target specific challenges faced, honing our skills in order to improve the treatment provided to our patients.
One of my favourite things about emergency medicine is the need to problem-solve and be able to improvise, so we
decided to set up a training session where there was no option but to improvise.
One of the training sessions this year aimed to target communication and team work in challenging situations. There
were 3 parts to this training session: 3 different difficult patient simulations, each with its own surprise, followed by
a short debrief with learning outcomes from the teams.
The responders were split up into groups consisting of various levels of qualification, to allow everyone to practice
their skills as individuals, but to be able to provide the holistic treatment as a team. This training took place at
night, already placing our teams in a situation where they had to be more alert, as their primary sense of vision was
somewhat strained. The teams were briefed on what their objective was as well as what equipment was permissible.
The first station was to treat a patient in the dark. On arrival in the allocated room, each team was presented with a
manikin on which to practice resuscitation skills. The challenge in this scenario was that all the lights were switched
off, windows blacked out and no use of torches, cell phones or any other light source that was not part of their
equipment selected earlier, was allowed. This scenario aimed to simulate the difficulty of treating patients during
power outages, which are routinely experienced.
The team members had to work hard at communicating with each other as it was pitch black and one did not know
where his partner was. This was to ensure there was closed-loop communication that we so often practice. This
forced the team to assign a team leader and ensure that each member completed the task assigned. Together, team
members had to come up with unique ways of lighting up their scene, such as using the screen from the defibrillator,
all while continuing the necessary patient treatment. The teams had to identify whether they would treat the patient
in the current location, where they had almost no vision, or if they would carry the patient downstairs to an outside
environment where they could adequately treat the patient. This decision needed to be made whilst being cognisant
of the fact that the patient did not have a pulse, and moving the patient would delay resuscitation efforts.
The teams were then led to their second patient scenario, which they could already identify as suspicious, as there
was music, flashing lights and a lot of smoke coming from the training room. They were in fact correct to be suspicious
as they were going to be practising treating an unconscious patient in a night club. We were very kind to the teams
and advised that any torches or cell phones could be used, but they soon found out that switching on the lights would
be detrimental. The mistake of switching on lights in smoke is very distracting and makes it very difficult to see. The
smoke was obviously non-hazardous and safe to work in, but did not create a pleasant environment.
A big challenge the teams faced was communicating over the loud music, as they were unable to verbally communicate
effectively with one another. If identified, the cell phone could in fact be their lifeline, by means of messaging each
other. The teams had to practice working in very stressful situations, with some of their senses depressed, forcing
them to think quickly and work safely. This highlighted the need for equipment familiarity, knowing what role or skill
each team member would be expected to take on and practicing non-verbal communication. The surprise of a heater
being on as well as an (un)helpful drunk bystander made working conditions even more difficult.
After switching off all the lights, music and other distractions, the teams were given a few minutes to compose
themselves and prepare for the next patient, which surely couldn’t get worse. They were correct; the patient was no
worse, in fact it was the same patient from the nightclub. However, the situation became worse…
Each responder had to bandage his strong hand, which was now out of play, simulating working with an injury. The
team members had to work together to use each other’s strengths to improve their own personal strength, as they
had to now package the patient using the equipment selected at the beginning of the evening, and carry the patient
to the ambulance in preparation for transport to hospital. This proved difficult, but an incentive for one team to be
complete first but properly, seemed to push the guys to work hard.
This ultimately proved to be one of the highlights for this year so far, as well as one of the most exciting training
sessions to date. As recently as just 2 days ago, I was asked to create another training session like this one.
“In learning you will teach, and in teaching you will learn.”- Phil Collins.
For me, this is very appropriate. There are very important lessons learnt from these training sessions, into which we
have invested a fortune of effort throughout the year so far.

Training In The Dark
As always in Hatzolah, there is a big focus on team work. There is a need to work hard as an individual, to improve
one’s own clinical practice and leadership skills, but always as part of a team, to the benefit of the patient. There
is also the fantastic opportunity to draw on the expertise of a pool of responders with such different backgrounds,
professional work and life experience. The sum of all these factors allows us, as Hatzolah, to operate as a unique
emergency service providing exceptional care to our patients. With training sessions of this nature, we are able to
meet our objective - to provide “treatment excellence”.

Yudi Singer - Medical Manager
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CARING FOR LIFE
House Hospitality

“

The welcoming
of guests takes
precedence over
welcoming the
Divine Presence
(Talmud: Shabbat 127a)

“

A Space for Ease and Comfort
Hatzolah has expanded into our new premises, creating additional space for our staff
and responders to work with greater ease and efficiency but we have gone further and
created a space for the ease and comfort of our community as well.
Research has shown that a patient’s recovery is greatly enhanced when in the presence of family and loved
ones. We know too well the anguish of both patients and
family members who are unable to be with each other
over Shabbos and Yom Tov. And so, out of this, we have
created the Hatzolah Hospitality House - a two bedroom,
four sleeper, fully equipped home away from home, for
the beneﬁt of our community.

In the event that a family member has to be in hospital
in our area over a Shabbos or Yom Tov, and the family
lives too far away to walk, they will be able to stay in
the Hatzolah Hospitality House over the required period, enabling them to visit with and be with the patient.
Alternately, there may be cases where a patient from out
of town requires weekday hospitalisation in our area. In
such a case, the Hatzolah Hospitality House may be made
available to their immediate family members to ease the
burden of travelling long distances.

For details and bookings please contact Sharon at sharon@hatzolah.co.za,
082 974 6076 or Ryan on 0860 004 666. There is no charge for use of the
Hospitality House. Donations welcome.
Terms and Conditions Apply.

WARREN
EN BOME
Partner at Insignia Advertising Agency and Volunteer Responder
Joining Hatzolah 13 years ago was something that completely changed my view on life and sense of community.
I have been blessed and fortunate to see Hatzolah grow into one of the best EMS services in Africa. Not only has this
organisation allowed me to be able to help those in need in some of their most frightening times, but it has also allowed
me to be part of an amazing extended family that is ﬁlled with nothing but the selﬂess drive to help anyone at any time.
Hatzolah has built me into a better human being, while I have had the privilege of helping build it into a strong, well
recognised brand in the community by being part of its major campaigns, such as the “Don’t Text and Drive” campaign
and creating subsidiary brand identities like ‘Hugo’s Heroes’, ‘Life 2 Life’ and ‘Hatzolah’s Psychotrauma Unit’ as well as
looking after Hatzolah’s overall brand. I am a fulﬁlled person in working with this organisation, as I can volunteer as a
medical responder by night, fulﬁlling my passion to help my community and make a difference; and be able to be a
partner in an advertising agency, Insignia Advertising, by day which helps me fulﬁl my creative side on designing and
building brands.

ELI LEWENSTEIN
WENSTEIN
Accountant, Volunteer Responder and Fireﬁghter
From a young age I’ve always had a passion for emergency medicine and emergency services. At 16 years old, I started
volunteering at the Milpark Trauma Unit and volunteering with private ambulance services. Since I had such a strong
passion for emergency medicine there was no better place to join an emergency service helping the Jewish community.
I am currently completing my articles in accounting to become a Chartered Accountant and after work hours I dedicate
my time to Hatzolah as well as volunteer for the City Of Johannesburg Emergency Services as a ﬁreﬁghter.
Working in Hatzolah means I get to do what I love and help my community at the same time. Being part of an amazing
organisation like Hatzolah has given me the opportunity to give back to the community in a way that is very rewarding
by saving lives. Every time I get into my uniform to go onto shift or on a call I feel proud to be part of such an
organisation because being part of Hatzolah is not just being part of an organisation, it’s being part of a family where
everyone cares and grows together.

CRAIG STOLLARD
LLARD

Financial Director of the Boston City Campus and Business College group and
Volunteer Responder
I joined Hatzolah in 2005 together with several other new recruits who had just completed their BAA. To maintain my
skills and knowledge I completed my BSC degree at the University of Johannesburg with a major in physiology and
psychology. I have completed the ITLS course and currently volunteer as an AEA. From time to time I run CPR courses
on behalf of Hatzolah for both Community members and for Health Care Providers. Together with other Hatzolah
volunteers, I work periodically at some of the state hospitals by assisting in casualty.
Volunteering for Hatzolah, studying and working in hospital is what I do part time. On a full time basis I am the
Financial Director of the Boston City Campus and Business College group. I am responsible for various departments
including Accounts, Human Resources and IT. Because of my long working hours, I am often available late at night to
respond to an emergency.

JOSH GREEN
EEN

Property Manager and Volunteer Responder
My full-time job is as a Property Manager. I manage residential property which involves the sourcing, screening and
placing of tenants as well as the rental collections and day-to-day maintenance.
As for my volunteer work, I’m part of numerous communal organisations all in the same ﬁeld of helping people at their
worst moment. I have a passion for this type of chessed. Being there for someone when they either have no-one else to
rely on or no-one with the required equipment and knowledge to help them in their time of need is the reason I joined
Hatzolah. I want to be able to help my wonderful community that I am a part of and give back to them.

JOSH GOODMAN
OODMAN
DevOps Head and Volunteer Responder
I work as a software engineer mainly involved with Cloud Architecture. On route to work one day, soon after joining
Hatzolah as a Basic Life Support volunteer, a car accident happened right in front of me. I immediately informed our
dispatch of the incident and started a scene assessment. The driver, who was not wearing a seatbelt, was badly wounded
and bleeding profusely from the head. I had to stop the bleed. There was a lot of blood and every second more was
being lost. Due to the head injury, the patient did not know what was going on. Having just stopped the life-threatening
bleed, the ambulance and advanced life support arrived to take over and provide the critical care needed to transport
the patient.
Without the set-up of ﬁrst responders and volunteers in Hatzolah, we would not be able to get to incidents so quickly
and this patient would have bled out. The interruption on my work route was less than 10 minutes. Sometimes I see this
person shopping in Kosher World or having a coffee at Jozi Blue; I give a little smile knowing I was part of the team that
saved them. I am so grateful to be part of the Hatzolah family.

JASON BOME
E

Uplifting P
People. Growing Business

Group Marketing Manager and Volunteer Responder
I joined Hatzolah to learn a new skill and to give back to our community. 2018 will be my 13th year with Hatzolah. As much
as I have given of myself to Hatzolah, the organisation has given me so much more. I have learned life skills encompassing
humility, patience, appreciation, gratitude, sensitivity and most of all I have learned that life is a precious gift. Don’t waste
a second. Live. Learn. Love. Laugh. Repeat.
I am honoured to be part of a team, which is like a second family, a diversiﬁed and dedicated bunch of yids whose
common goal is to look after our community.

DANIEL SINGER
Volunteer Responder and Law Student
My name is Daniel Singer. I am in my ﬁnal year of Law at the University of Johannesburg and will please G-d be working
as a candidate attorney next year. After ﬁnishing my undergraduate degree in 2016, the opportunity to become a full-time
responder for Hatzolah presented itself and I took it. I ﬁgured that I’d rather be doing something productive during my
postgraduate than just being a student. Working full-time, while still doing my volunteer shifts, while training up Hugo’s
Heroes and teaching CPR courses; as well as making time for university, was no easy feat. But, I strongly believe that when
you do good by those in need, G-d does good by you. The skills and values I have gained while working for this incredible
organisation are skills that I will carry with me for the rest of my life. Although I won’t be a full-time responder from July,
I will continue to volunteer. I have lived and breathed Hatzolah for the past 3 years and its all to give back to you, the
people, the donors who keep this organisation strong. The main difference between being a student and a responder is
that at university, a student learns to pass. However, as a responder, we learn, study and practise for the day when we are
the only thing between the patient and the grave.

ALON
ON JOSEPH

Rabbi and Teacher and Volunteer Responder
I am the Co CEO of Live Your Part. LYP is a change management and staff wellness consultancy that helps companies
to create a powerful and sustainable culture. Our motto is “energizing people to live good values, become role models
and change the world around them.” I am also a motivational speaker, educator and Rabbi at Shaarei Torah Primary
school.
I decided to join Hatzolah to be able to give back to the community in a very meaningful way and to have the opportunity
to be part of one the most special community organisations. I also wanted to gain the skills and ability to help others
medically in their time of need.

MOSHE AMOILS
MOILS
Health Food Manufacturer
acturer and Volunteer Responder/Dispatcher
I own a company called The Chocolate Tree, The Soul Tree and The Choc Tree. We manufacture products aimed at fulﬁlling
the growing demand for health foods in the market place. Our products range from Milk-free and Sugar-free Chocolates, to
Rice Cakes, and gluten-free breakfast granolas. All our products are Kosher. As the Owner and Managing Director, I manage
up to 45 staff members, six different production areas and the production, marketing and sales of over 150 different
products. I am constantly working on new product development to meet the needs of the ever-growing, health-conscious
consumer.
I joined Hatzolah nearly 15 years ago as I have always had a passion to help people and by being part of the Hatzolah family,
I have been able to do that. Even after 15 years I am still as dedicated and passionate about what I do as I did on the ﬁrst
day I joined. In 2003 I started out as a Basic Life Support (BLS) responder. Responding wasn’t enough for me so then I also
became a dispatcher in 2005. In 2009 Hatzolah helped me to advance my qualiﬁcation to Intermediate Life Support (ILS).
It has been a gratifying experience watching the organisation grow over the last 15 years and knowing with conﬁdence and
pride that we have become one of the leaders in EMS response, with quality of patient care being our number one priority.

ARI KIEVMAN
AN
Rabbi and Volunteer Responder
“What is it like to be a Rabbi and involved with Hatzolah?” This is a question that I’m asked sometimes.
The life of a Rabbi is certainly not dull; thankfully it’s quite stimulating. I spend my office hours running programmes
and activities for Joburg’s ‘young at heart’, as director of Chabad’s seniors programmes. This includes organising daily
shiurim, therapies, transportation, meals, planning trips, securing guest lecturers, arranging parties for special dates and
festivals, and plenty more. I also tend to my shul and congregation, working on community activities, daily minyanim and
classes, lecture series and Shabbos details. Within both institutions I have the privilege of being involved on a personal
level with hosts of people, and thoroughly enjoy being immersed in the sense of community that we build together.
Hatzolah has always been regarded as a fantastic organisation. Being involved from the inside as a volunteer responder
after hours, has been eye-opening. I get to see, time and again, how Hatzolah never stops ﬁnding additional ways to be
of service to the community. The organisation is constantly identifying areas in which to develop, to keep at the cutting
edge of treatment, prevention and all scopes of practice. This year I had the opportunity to increase my training to
include psychotrauma counselling; how to offer psychological assistance in times of personal or communal crisis. The
course was intense and excellent, and I’m gratiﬁed to have learned these additional skills. Furthermore, I’m inspired by
Hatzolah’s ever-present drive to further the already superb organisation, and apply similar drive in my own daily activities,
motivating me to ﬁnd new and improved ways to impact those in my shul and seniors communities.

RAEL JANKELOWITZ
LOWITZ

Beit Midrash Learning and Optical Sales and Volunteer Responder
I was brought up in a home where we were always taught that we should do as much for our community as we can in
any way possible. So when the opportunity presented itself about nine years ago, I dived in and joined Hatzolah. Since
then Hatzolah has afforded me the great opportunity and privilege to serve the community in the most authentic and
hands-on manner.
For many years I have been blessed to be able to learn in the Beit Midrash for the morning and to work in an optical
wholesale business in the afternoon. I respond to Hatzolah emergencies in between my learning, working, and personal
obligations. Hashem has truly blessed me with the most wonderful wife, family, chavrutas and partners,
who don’t only allow me to follow my passion but encourage and support me in it.

REUVEN JACKS
ACKS
Trauma Surgeon by day (and night), Hatzolah Medical Director by night (and day)
I am a Surgeon with a subspecialty in Trauma Surgery. I practice in one of the trauma capitals of the world – Johannesburg,
South Africa. I’m also on the board of directors of Hatzolah as the Medical Director. Trauma Surgery is truly a 24/7 job.
Whilst it is one of the most stressful jobs in the world, it is also one of the most rewarding. On a daily basis, I get to treat
the most severely injured people, in critical danger of losing their lives. It is my job to get them through this extreme
danger and return them to their functional selves. Achieving this is a feeling second to none.
Well, actually it is second to being able to lead the Medical Directive of Hatzolah. I have been Hatzolah’s Medical Director
for nearly 2 decades. Whilst trauma is my passion, nothing can compare to the awesome feeling of being the Medical
Director of Hatzolah where I oversee all the medical aspects in the organisation, mentor the excellent medics that respond
day or night (and consult with me day or night!), and ensure that you, the recipients of our care, are receiving world-class
emergency medical treatment. Yes, between the two jobs (my trauma work and my volunteer Hatzolah work), I have very
little free time. Some would say that I have ‘no life’. I, on the contrary, would say that I have the best life of all. Being the
person responsible for the emergency medical care of our community is the highlight of this life!

B

etween the thin red line and the thin blue line, lies the thinnest gold line. This thin gold line represents
those who are rarely seen but mostly heard. The voice that calms the frightened mother whose baby
is not breathing. The voice that consoles a spouse when the love of their life has passed away. The
voice that brings light to some of our darkest times. The thin golden line is for those professionals that have
dedicated their lives, hearts and souls to being on the other end of a phone or radio when you need them
most, the golden glue that holds it all together. They are dispatchers.
Dispatchers are so often forgotten and often unrecognised for the work they do. Our dispatchers do not
do the job for pay or convenient work hours, but because they want to make the world a little bit better
for all of us.
After a vigorous and relentless 5 week training course, which takes place in the evenings and on weekends,
the dispatch students write a exam and perform a practical test. Once they pass their test they join the big
Hatzolah family.
The dispatchers get added to a roster where the shifts are split between all the dispatchers. Before the
dispatchers’ first shift they each get handed a cell phone, radio and android tablet.
Our trusted Hatzolah dispatch application is a design that we created, and is always being improved. It’s
a system which automatically sends out SMSes with the emergency information to all the responders, it
allows the responders to pull through all vital information that the dispatcher captured onto the application,
and so much more.
The dispatchers start the shift knowing that sometime during the shift they are going to make a difference,
but that comes with a responsibility. A responsibility to the caller, a responsibility to the patient and a
responsibility to the Hatzolah responders risking their lives driving fast to get to the emergency quickly.
Sometimes a dispatcher is unable to send a Hatzolah ambulance, either due to the area that the incident
is taking place or the nature of the emergency not warranting an ambulance. As hard as it is for us not to
send an ambulance to help the injured victim, the dispatchers will do everything in their power to assist
the caller in getting another ambulance service, or another method of transportation, should it require one.
These difficult situations and decisions aren’t all that a dispatcher has to encounter after a 5-week course.
Being a dispatcher also requires a large commitment to working shifts and gaining the experience, as well
as continued training.
The dispatchers have monthly training, while sharing incidents and learning. These sessions include protocol
updates, case-based scenarios and call reviews.
365 days a year these unsung heroes within our community are there, just one number away, always
compassionate, caring and ready to assist you in your time of need.

Uriel Rosen - Operations Manager
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Dispatchers

From left to right:
Seated: Yudi Singer, Lennie Glasser, Uriel Rosen, Dovber Unterslak, Dani Abramson,
David Ronthal, Moshe Amoils
Middle Row: Ashira Sackstein, Romy Greenberg, Tali Chemel, Kira Genende,
Lauren Smith, Caron Levy,
Batsheva Jassinowsky, Robyn Shapiro
Top Row: Deena Gischen, Ester Levy, Ronit Janet, Tanya Joss, Robyn Kahlberg,
Ronit Kalmek, Tracey Ribeiro
Missing from Photo: Jason Newfield

RAPHI DRUION
Student and Volunteer Responder
Who wouldn’t want to become part of an organisation solely based on chessed? Despite this, everyone has speciﬁc
motives for actually joining. As children growing up, we see Hatzolah personnel running around in their uniforms and it’s
every child’s dream to become part of the team. Hatzolah has been there for my family when we needed it most, and what
is more beautiful than being able to be there for others in times of distress? Sadly, but also remarkably, is the amount of
people that have beneﬁtted from Hatzolah in one way or another and there is no better feeling than being able to help.
I am currently studying Electrical Engineering at the University of the Witwatersrand after spending a year and a half
in Israel. How do you have time for Hatzolah if you are studying full-time? Truth be told, if you are devoted enough to
something, you make time. Easier said than done, but I try do as many shifts as possible without ruining my university
career. I work on Saturdays nights and I try doing varsity work when I’m not on a call. It’s not easy, but nothing good in life
comes easy. It’s an absolute passion of mine and I just wish I could do it more often. The members of Hatzolah all come
from diverse backgrounds but with a common goal; giving back to the community. I am honoured to be part of this family.

ROBYN KALHBERG
ALHBERG
Mom/Pharmacist and Volunteer Dispatcher
Having grown up in my parents’ pharmacy in “Jewish” Berea of yesteryear, my career choice was cemented. I qualiﬁed
with a BPharm.(Hons) at Wits and have practiced in hospital and retail pharmacy. A much loved profession, from the
opportunity to work in a paramedical ﬁeld, forming warm relationships with patients, working closely with wonderful
people and liaising with doctors.
Fast forward some years to being a full-time mom to three precious and busy children, fundraising and assisting at
various charities. Whilst Hashem had blessed me with this enormous privilege, the medical world had never stopped
calling. Then, four years ago, Hatzolah was in the market for new volunteer dispatchers. Again Hashem intervened
and presented a chance not to be missed; an opportunity to combine a passion for all things medical with a passion
for doing chessed. And all at an organisation unsurpassed in its excellence and holy work. How blessed I feel to be a
Hatzolah dispatcher. Hatzolah saves lives. Hatzolah has changed mine. Forever.

ROBYN SHAPIRO
HAPIRO

Mom and Volunteer Dispatcher
The two roles I play of mom and Hatzolah dispatcher, while disparate, are easily blended. As a mom, you have to be
ﬂexible, use your words effectively, deal with pressure and handle almost any situation thrown at you while functioning
on very little sleep. And so too are these skills vital in order to be an effective Hatzolah dispatcher. As a mom, sometimes
the day can weave along smoothly and sometimes it can just unravel. This is no different to each dispatcher shift. Both
roles have taught me to rise to the occasion, think on my feet, listen carefully and be more sensitive and understanding
of others. The roles are symbiotic and work harmoniously together, enhancing my quality of life in both spectrums.

CARON LEVY
Y
School Principal and Volunteer Dispatcher
My personal career has been a varied one: a speech and language therapist working in hospitals and in private practise,
a University lecturer and Clinic Supervisor, the Head of a School for Jewish Children with Special Educational Needs and
currently the Head of a dynamic and special Jewish Preschool under the auspices of the South African Jewish Board
of Education. Of my chosen life journeys, it’s the ones that have involved working with people that have been the most
rewarding. It thus made complete sense that I would consider volunteering within Hatzolah.
Being a part of this magniﬁcent organisation and working closely with the men and women who comprise Team Hatzolah,
has been nothing less than inspirational and gratifying.
The energy, committment, expertise and dedication of the Hatzolah team has made the past 4 years a truly rewarding
journey. Close and unique friendships have been formed, each of us caring for each other and supporting one another
in all circumstances. May Hashem continue to bless the work of our hands and may He protect and keep the individuals
within Hatzolah, safe and blessed always. Hatzolah is the life blood of our special South African Jewish Community. I
remain honoured and privileged to be a part of such magniﬁcence.

TANYA JOSELOWSKY
SELOWSKY
Business Owner of The Pop and Volunteer Dispatcher
When I did my ﬁrst course on how to twist balloons, I would never have dreamed of the balloon business I am proud
to have today. I am humbled when I see the simcha and delight that is generated at the events we are privileged to be
a part of. Whilst I have dedicated my efforts to building a large company, I still ﬁnd my moments of true reward are
the faces of the recipients, like children or those who need a little joy in their lives. The Pop is proof that with love and
passion, a business will always thrive.
What I always dreamed of, is my deep desire to help others and contribute to my community. I dreamed of being able
to make a difference and being a part of something really far-reaching and meaningful. I joined the Hatzolah team as a
volunteer dispatcher 16 years ago. The dedication and courage of every single member of this incredible team have had
a profound impact on me. Whilst dispatching requires extremely high levels of training and time commitments, I can
say without a hint of doubt that what I have gained in contrast to what I have given is immeasurable. I never dreamed
of this remarkable, selﬂess ‘family’, which I have become a part of. I am both privileged and honoured to be a part of
this incredible life-force of our community. Hatzolah – Thank you for making MY dreams come true!

DANI ABRAMSON
N

Full-time Dispatcher and Student
I am a second year student currently studying a business management degree through an online university. As my time
is ﬂexible I was looking to do something productive and thought there is no better way to spend my time than giving
back to the community. What better way to do this than by working at Hatzolah! I applied and was selected to join the
team as a dispatcher.
It was exciting to learn the processes and technology behind dispatching a call at Hatzolah. Years of knowledge and
technology development have gone into making sure the right resources arrive on scene as quickly as possible and it is
something the community does not see because it all happens behind the scenes. It still amazes me to dispatch a call
and have the ﬁrst responder on scene within a few short minutes.
The organisation plays an amazing role in being able to help people when they need it the most and it has been a
privilege to join the team.

SAUL JASSINOWSKY
OWSKY

AEA Student and Volunteer Responder
Through my 5 years at Hatzolah, I have been blessed to see the Hatzolah family go absolutely all the way with the
utmost care, thought & consideration in all attempts to help just one individual in our community. It is for this reason
that I was motivated to take time a few months off from my full-time jobs to study to become an AEA practitioner &
try in a small way to emulate the ethos of commitment & dedication that makes this incredible organisation run.
Being immersed full-time in the world of emergency medical care, as opposed to my usual worlds of recycling, business
& property, has made me appreciate the consistent opportunities for upskilling that Hatzolah encourages so that we
can consistently offer treatment excellence. I’m so grateful to my wife, a volunteer dispatcher, as well as to our Hatzolah
family for the motivation. More so, that we have managed to play a small part & we have been privileged to play in
building this ethos across all levels of our organisation.

Each year, children around the world are injured at school. Many of these injuries and their
aftermath are preventable.
Hugo’s Heroes is a student-based initiative, ensuring that medical emergencies occurring
at our Jewish schools receive immediate and decisive attention and action. Hugo’s Heroes
was named after Hugo Paluch z”l and Hatzolah has so far trained over 50 Jewish high
school students across Johannesburg, in advanced first aid and safety techniques. These
dedicated young heroes and heroines have Hatzolah as a big brother and bridge the gap
from the time the emergency occurs until Hatzolah arrives on the scene.
We have had incredible feedback from many schools on the great work that the heroes are
doing in the schools. They have been professional and have been able to assist Hatzolah
in keeping our children safe.
A significant part of the Hugo’s Heroes program involves safety awareness. The students
have been shown that ultimately safety in our schools is everyone’s responsibility. With the
help of the students, there will be a major push in our schools to aid the prevention of
accidents.
Each year, we will be training a new batch of Hugo’s Heroes, while upskilling those already
in the program.
These students are part of a pioneering program that has enabled us to solidify the
relationships and procedures between Hatzolah and our schools. This is only the beginning.
Plans are underway to ensure that all children leave our schools with some level of first aid
training.
We have been so pleased with the quick uptake of this program across all of the Jewish Day
Schools in South Africa and we are already in discussion with a number of other countries to
launch Hugo’s Heroes around the world.
While we hope that the students never have to use the skills they have been taught, we are
working tirelessly to provide parents with a level of comfort, knowing that Hugo’s Heroes are
on site with our children during their time at school.
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Hugo’s Heroes
Trainers:

Standing: Ashira Sackstein,
Hilly Reuben, Daniel Singer
Sitting: Alon Crouse,
Dov Paluch,
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CPR Training

T

he purpose of attending a CPR course is solely to save lives. For every minute that CPR is not being done
on a person who requires it, the chance of getting them back decreases by approximately 10%. One of the
Hatzolah responders had the opportunity of fulfilling this duty of bystander CPR while at work. By performing
the skills and training that everyone can learn on a course, he made a huge difference to someone else’s life.
Here is his story:
“Hi Alon,
I was in a meeting at the office today and one of my colleagues came running in, letting me know that one of our
factory staff had collapsed. I rushed to see what was wrong with him and noticing he was not responsive, I quickly
checked for breathing and a pulse, which were both absent.
I quickly rolled him onto his back and began CPR while another colleague retrieved my equipment from my car.
Within 2 minutes my gear arrived. I placed the AED pads on the patient and it advised to shock the patient. It
was almost a surreal moment as you expect it to say “continue with compressions” and “shock not advised.” We
continued with CPR and shocked the patient 5 times in total. As we were outside of Hatzolah’s area of operation, a
different ambulance service was called.
After approximately 20-25 minutes, paramedics arrived, switched her AED pads, and shocked an additional 2 times
after noticing there was a heart rhythm.
We then checked for a pulse and felt a weak carotid pulse, as well as the patient trying to breathe. We checked his BP,
which was around 80/40, with a heart rate around 60. We continued to breathe for the patient.
An ambulance arrived on scene after around 35-40 minutes and intubated the patient. He was then transported to
Joburg Gen for further treatment.
The patient is currently on life support in the ICU ward.
At the beginning of the year I did a CPR refresher through the BLS for Healthcare Providers CPR course, instructed by
Josh Smith (Hatzolah), which helped with keeping the CPR process fresh in my head.
I must also mention the debriefs we do after Hatzolah calls, especially resus incidents, which allows us to discuss the
call and better our skills for the next call.
A big thank you goes to you guys in Hatzolah for ensuring that we are well trained for incidents like the above, as well
as always being available at all times if we have any questions.
Looking forward to continuing this amazing work with Hatzolah and honoured to be part of the team.” - Chaim

Alon Crouse - Training Centre Manager
Not everyone can don a Hatzolah uniform but YOU can still
be a part of a team that saves lives.
Book your CPR course by emailing cpr@hatzolah.co.za
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A

CPR Training

s I work as a speech therapist in a hospital setting, I completed the Hatzolah Basic Life Support (BLS) for
healthcare providers course in order to be prepared for an emergency. Despite completing the course, I did not
anticipate that I would need to use the skills learnt to perform CPR, as resuscitation in a rehabilitation setting is
not a frequent event.
About 2 months ago, while treating a patient in a ward, I heard a commotion by the bed next door. When I checked
to see what was happening, I and another therapist noticed that the nurses were preparing the emergency trolley
as a patient had stopped breathing and had no pulse. While they were alerting the doctor, I and the other therapist
realised we needed to start CPR straight away. We took turns with compressions and called for the AED machine. We
continued CPR and set up the AED machine, which prompted us that we could shock the patient which successfully
got a pulse back. At this point, the paramedics and doctor arrived and the patient was transferred to the acute
hospital for further medical treatment.
I had never been involved in a resuscitation attempt before, and the experience reminded me how valuable the
Hatzolah BLS for healthcare providers course had been. Without realising it at the time, the course prepared me for
an emergency situation, which provided me with the skill-set to help save a life. Thank you Craig Stollard!

Gina Chernick

CPR Instructors

Left to Right:
Standing: Josh Smith, Craig Stollard, Alon Crouse, Hilly Reuben, Yudi Singer, Uriel Rosen
Sitting: Ashira Sackstein, Tarryn Rabin, Ronit Janet, Daniel Singer
Missing from Picture: Eli Lewenstein
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CPR
Anytime,
anywhere!

insigniaadvertising.co.za
www.insigniaadvertising.co.za

Anytime, anywhere, somebody may need your help
You can make the difference and help save a life
Be prepared and learn CPR
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Email cpr@hatzolah.co.za to book your course.
14653 CPR advert print indd 1

2018/06/28 14:27
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The ECG Project
icture this: It’s a Sunday afternoon and a child’s party is in full swing. In the next moment, a child is down.
The reason: sudden cardiac death.

Sudden cardiac death in adolescents (SCDA) is tragic. Not only to the family and friends, but to the entire community.
Even more distressing, is that it happens to young, healthy, active adolescents. SCDA is extremely rare, thankfully, but
this doesn’t mean that it is something that should be overlooked.
This is why Hatzolah founded the idea for ‘The ECG Project.’ Last year we embarked on a large-scale screening of
Jewish adolescents for underlying causes that can lead to SCDA. These factors can be picked up by doing a noninvasive ECG. Jewish students from grade 7 all the way through to matric had the opportunity to be screened over
the past two years. This was done with minimal interruption to the school day, free of charge and for the bettering of
this community.
The process of identification takes place after a non-stressed, 12-lead ECG is taken and the ECG is then analyzed
for any of the underlying factors that have been identified in contributing to SCDA. Once identified, there are several
interventions that can take place. The interventions range from changing one’s lifestyle to surgery or medication,
depending on the underlying cause that might be identified.
The community mainly sees the work we do as work on people in need of immediate lifesaving intervention or
in times of distress. However, Hatzolah is so much more than that. There are numerous projects that Hatzolah
spearheads in preventative medicine; and the ECG project is an example of this. The aim of this project is to prevent
these devastating events from ever occurring.
This project still continues and will be rolled out again in the coming years. Over the last two years, 986 ECGs were
taken and analyzed. This made this project the largest of its kind in the world. From the ECG taken, one participant
was identified as having an underlying cause. The participant was seen by a cardiologist. Through this project, a life
was saved.
Every life matters and that is one of the values that I have always held close to my heart since joining Hatzolah. I am
proud and honored to be part of such an incredible organisation that goes above and beyond to ensure the best for
every life out there.
Thank you to those who have helped out with the taking of ECG, the analyzing of ECG and the administration that
goes into this project. I look forward to continued success and I cannot wait to see what other incredible activities
we will come up with to save lives!

Avigdor Hack - Emergency Care Practitioner and Head of the ECG Project

Life of an EMS

P

oetry is artwork. Stroking a paint brush on a canvas is artwork. Delivering a speech is artwork. So too,
approaching and treating a patient is artwork. There are multiple ways that practitioners treat patients
to try get the best possible outcome. Every member of Hatzolah wholeheartedly believes in improving
his treatment and his skills to best perfect the art form of saving lives. There is a very basic minimum in national
EMS standards and qualifications. Hatzolah is forever trying to improve one-on-one treatment as well as the team
approach.
On a daily basis Hatzolah responders walk into environments which may shock them and may surprise them. No
matter what they are faced with, every member looks for the opportunity to best help the patient and after the call
debrief, to confirm or learn the best treatment method. The most senior paramedics still learn every day.
No responder dons the Hatzolah uniform and closes the door of education. We are always looking for the best
possible way to improve outcomes.
The artwork of EMS and the treatment of patients is always growing and improving. That is why Hatzolah stands out,
not just in Johannesburg but internationally too. “Standard” and “that will do” is not present in Hatzolah. We strive for
excellence! We fight against the grain to make us the best.

Alon Crouse- Training Centre Manager
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Water Emergencies Training
atzolah devotes much time and energy to training. Training is all about learning from previous challenges and
looking at what potential difficulties may lie ahead. One of these areas of focus is water emergencies.

One of the most dangerous rescue operations in the EMS field is a rescue that involves water. Many grave dangers
exist in rescuing patients from a body of water. The water temperature, current of the water, as well as the debris
rapidly flowing in the water, all pose risks to the patient as well as the rescuer.
Even the supervised fun and games of playing in the family swimming pool can present risks such as holding one’s
breath while under water for extended periods, maybe even while balancing another heavy person on one’s shoulders,
slippery surfaces, diving into shallow water, backflips turning into bellyflops or backflips too close to the edge.
Any call involving water increases the challenges of the scene exponentially. Even a basic-water related factor such
as responding to a car accident in the rain, causes difficulties, as the rain is distracting, noisy, creates a slippery
road surface and with the added distractions of flashing lights and traffic cones, increases the dangers to the EMS
personnel on the scene.
Other water emergencies can highlight an even greater potential threat. We were recently dispatched to a call where
a man had been found floating on the surface of the swimming pool. There was no fence around the pool and it was
evident from his clothing that he was not intending to go swimming. We were faced with a great challenge as the
patient was floating in the pool, clearly not conscious or breathing, requiring us to remove him from the pool rapidly
in order to begin resuscitative efforts. We were unable to reach the patient even with the increased stretch using a
pool net and we obviously could not throw something to the patient as he was unresponsive. This scene required the
responders to dive in to remove the patient from the water.
Having been through a water rescue training program, we were able to apply the principles and techniques
demonstrated and practised. We successfully applied a two-rescuer lifting technique to extricate the very heavy and
wet patient from the water. Despite being wet and cold, we were now able to initiate our resuscitation of the patient.
Trying to maintain a professional and confident appearance became slightly awkward when other EMS services arrived
on scene to find us performing CPR in vests, barefoot and obviously wet. This was understood shortly thereafter by
means of a simple head bob in the direction of the pool.
A very scary reality was when Hatzolah responders were involved with rescuing victims from their houses during the
floods experienced in Johannesburg approximately 2 years ago. The challenges included it being very dark, cold and
raining, and the presence of very fast moving water, generating currents and bringing in heavy floating debris such
as gates, kitchen appliances, beds and trees, all posing enormous risk to the people trapped as well as the Hatzolah
responders and other EMS personnel.
As usual, Hatzolah members went far beyond the “norm” by ensuring a place of safety was arranged, patients were
given warm blankets and attended to.
With gratitude to the expertise of the Swift Water Rescue instructors from the University of Johannesburg and other
rescue programs, we have learnt essential skills of extrication of patients from a “simple” body of water such as a
swimming pool, to that from a fast-flowing river.
“Your love for what you do and willingness to push yourself where others aren’t prepared to go is what will make you
great” – Laurence Shahlaei

Yudi Singer - Medical Manager
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Mishloach Manot
Purim 5778/2018 saw the exciting launch of the very first Hatzolah Mishloach Manot project.
With 2 massive projects, the Hatzolah Poker evening and the Cape Invasion cycle tour, in the planning stages, and
a new Paramedic graduation/old Paramedic farewell party happening a few days before Purim, the schedule was
already tight. Could we squeeze another project in? Of course we could!
This is the uniqueness of Hatzolah Medical Rescue; so much more than an excellent emergency medical service alone.
The project got off the ground with an enormously generous sponsorship from our friends at Sasfin, for which we are
extremely grateful!
Beautiful mini ambulance tzedakah boxes went into production and a range of HEALTHY treats was sourced to cram
the Mishloach Manot full.
The word was put out, available responders, dispatchers, and office staff were called in and the Hatzolah hospitality
house became a frenetic hive of activity. Our paramedics acquired new skills, ably and enthusiastically assisted
by Hatzolah members’ children, friends and even a patient or two. Within a couple of hours on a Friday afternoon
before Shabbos, more than 1000 boxes had been built. Motzei Shabbos saw the house again filled to capacity with
volunteers of all ages to happily and efficiently pack and stack the completed boxes.
We look forward to this becoming an annual project and owe the huge success of this fundraiser to our sponsor,
helpers and of course all our supporters who bought every last Mishloach Manot before they could even be packed!
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Beta Blockers

ne day, after a rough day of emergency calls, a few of us picked up a cricket bat and tennis ball, went into
the parking lot at Hatzolah House, and started playing a mini game of cricket. Everyone had good fun, good
laughs, everyone’s spirits picked up and everyone went home rejuvenated and re-energized that day. Three of
us stayed behind at the house afterwards and thought about how “lakka” it would be to have a Hatzolah action cricket
team. The idea would be to open it up to everyone in the organisation, and we would enter a league. We envisioned
that this team would represent Hatzolah and would give both responders and dispatchers a chance, once a week, to
blow off some steam and build some team camaraderie.
Fast forward to the end of May 2018, and The BETA BLOCKERS (name of our team) made it to the semi-finals of
their division. This happened in just our second season ever! We look forward to many more seasons, tons of runs,
and plenty more banter. This is just another small way of how Hatzolah proudly promotes building friendships,
brotherhoods and team integrity - all of which are vital in a successful organisation.
A big shout-out to the followings lads (in no specific order) who represented the Beta Blockers thus far:
Ari Da Costa, Avigdor Hack, Gavin Tuch, Ari Yuter, Gabi Bender, Doron Susman, Dovber Unterslak, Eli Lewenstein,
Jason Bome, Jayden Wright, Josh Victor, Lennie Glasser, Meir Rosendorff, Mendy Orelowitz, Moshe Unterslak, Netanel
Aziz, Rafi Jude, Raphi Druion, Yaakov Sussman, Yehuda Sevitz, Yonatan Moffson, Yoni Mindel, Yudi Singer, Levi Singer,
Choli Feinblum, Judd Baum, Daniel Singer and Moshe Amoils.
Thank you, lads, for your continued commitment to this organisation and for making sure this team keeps getting
better, bigger and stronger.
Shana Tova and a sweet New Year to all
THE BETA BLOCKERS
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Poker 7

e are often told that fundraising is unpleasant and soul destroying. We’re told that there is “Donor Fatigue” and
that our community can’t face another request for assistance. We’re told that donors hate being approached
and that they are negative and cynical. Those who claim it might well be right. But they have never worked
on the Hatzolah Poker campaign.
The Hatzolah poker evening is an experience unlike most others. Imagine a room filled with 300 poker players
demanding that we allow them to give away their money. Their reasoning is simple; Hatzolah is an organisation that
has touched most of our lives in one way or another. In fact, it could be that the only reason some of the players are
in the room on the night is because of Hatzolah. That is the extent of the impact of the organisation.
It is difficult to believe that 2018 was already the year of our 7th annual Hatzolah Poker Event. What is even more
amazing is that the funds raised from this event has grown by almost 200% over the 7 years. The players know why
they are there. They know it is not about the poker, the fantastic prizes, the food or the premium bars, it is simply
about the organisation. An organisation that has come to their rescue, or the rescue of their family or friends no
matter what day of the week, no matter what time of the day and no matter what the reason.
The Hatzolah poker evening is closely associated and connected to Investec Import Solutions and the Orlin and
Meltzer families. From day one, they have supported this event with their hearts and with their funding and they
continue to grow their support and involvement. Every year that the event grows is like a personal success for them.
The latest event was held for the first time at The Inanda Club. This proved to be an enormous success. More than
30 tables were sponsored and the evening was unparalleled in many ways.
The Hatzolah poker team would like to honour and thank Investec Import Solutions, the extremely generous sponsors
and players for their ever-growing support that allows the Hatzolah responders, dispatchers and organisation to do
what they do best and that is save lives. Hatzolah Poker 8 aspires to be all of the above and more. Keep an eye out
for information and join the event that has become a key feature of the Hatzolah annual calendar.

Mark Uria& Steven Greenstein
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On March 5th 2018, the fourth Hatzolah Cape Invasion Cycle Tour took to the road along the magnificent Western
Cape Garden Route. From George, over the Outeniqua Pass, through Knysna, Mossel Bay and Hermanus, travelling
roads at the ocean’s edge, to end in Cape Town on March 9th.
A record 42 cyclists from Johannesburg, Cape Town and Israel participated in this year’s event, cycling a gruelling but
rewarding +/-600km, along some of the most scenic and breathtaking routes in the world. The Team Hatzolah cyclists
embraced this challenge, securing sponsorships to raise much needed funds for our organisation.
We thank Sharon Newfield and Mark Kruger for putting together an incredible 5 days, all our riders and of course our
generous kit sponsors, Stonehage Fleming, for the success of the 2018 Cycle Tour.
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Advanced Driving

n an effort to improve the safety & quality of our responder driving. Hatzolah looked for a service provider that
could train our team with the advanced driving & emergency response techniques they require when responding
to emergencies. This was a more difficult task than expected and eventually, ERDTS (PTY) Ltd, a UK based
company that specialises in training EMS, Police & Fire Services in response driving around the globe, stepped in and
rose to the challenge.
After many hours of discussion between the companies on the finer details of logistics, legalities, and how to apply
the training to the entire team, a solution was found. Stephen Milton, the MD of ERDTS, would come out to South
Africa for 2 weeks and train up a team of 3 to the level of driver trainers. This team would then be responsible for
training the entire organisation.
The team consists of Alon Crouse, Bernard Segal & Hilly Reuben. The first priority after completing the course was
improving the safety of the ambulances and response cars, based on the points picked up by Stephen Milton. The
second priority was training the full-time team, as they spend most of their time behind the wheel & on the road.
These first two tasks have been completed & training with the rest of the volunteer team has commenced.
We hope to provide our responders with the skills and techniques necessary to ensure safe driving at all times.
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Stop The Bleed

he world we live in today is filled with danger. The potential of crime and/or terror touching the community
cannot be ignored. At Hatzolah we can’t prevent this, but we can plan ahead and try to limit the effects. We
have all witnessed footage of scenes of panic at lone wolf shootings at schools and universities, and the
damage that stabbings or vehicle rammings can cause chas v’shalom.
“Stop The Bleed” is an international campaign to empower individuals to act quickly and save lives. A person who is
bleeding can die from severe blood loss within 5 minutes. Hatzolah’s “Stop the Bleed” kits for severe bleeding contain
the basic tools to enable anyone to help stop bleeding and potentially keep an injured person alive until medical care
arrives.
These sealed packs are housed in a clear perspex box and are to be mounted in publicly accessible areas, next to the
blue Hatzolah resuscitation cabinets, in all Jewish schools, halls, installations & synagogues.
All Hatzolah members & CSO staff are aware of these cabinets, their contents and their specific intended use. If you
would like to learn more about these kits & the first aid skills to use them, please contact Taryn on 0860 100 101 or
cpr@hatzolah.co.za

Note: This is not a First Aid Kit, it is only to be used in the case of Major Trauma Bleeding
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THE
DANGER WE SENSE
THE LEAST,
SHOULD BE THE
ONE WE RESPECT
THE MOST.

MAKE YOUR HOME FIRE-SAFE

RAISE YOUR FAMILY’S SAFETY AWARENESS AND GAIN VALUABLE INSIGHT AT ONE OF
OUR TRAINING COURSES WHERE WE ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING KEY AREAS:

EXIT
Fire
behaviour &
suppression
techniques

Making
the home
ÀUHVDIH

Fire
equipment
and how to
use it

Emergency
action and
evacuation plan
development &
implementation

Increase
survivability
and escape
techniques

CALL 0860 100 101
TO BOOK YOUR SEAT AT OUR
NEXT TRAINING COURSE

COST: R195 PER PERSON
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Mass Casualty Incident

isaster Management(MCI), preparedness and training is an integral part of every Emergency Medical Service.
We learn, equip, practice & drill on an ongoing basis to enable Hatzolah to respond to any major disaster
within our community. Disaster or Mass Casualty incidence is a reality we all have to face, an event we have
to be ready for, but pray it never happens. As such Hatzolah has recently purchased our own Mass Casualty / Disaster
Management trailer.
The trailer has been designed to carry stock, work as a command and control post, carry emergency specific equipment
& also provide rehabilitation for our team. The trailer has 5 main components:

1. Command & Control

This side of the trailer will have the capability to provide command & control functions at the scene:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specialised radio communications.
Internet access – for mapping, searches.
Battery banks – spare battery & charging stations for medics radio batteries.
Video – allow for our dispatchers to have eyes on the scene. To allow for drone footage
White boards and magnetic surfaces for lists & maps
Planning spaces
Computers – printing, lists etc.

Stock

This slide out drawer carries bulk stock of essential medical supplies our medics may require on any major incident.

2. Emergency Specific Boxes

This area will carry large equipment as well as boxes of specialised equipment for specific emergencies. These boxes
will fit into the rear storage area or under the pull-out table top:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Bee suits – to allow our medics to work safely during calls involving bee swarms.
High Angle Rescue – to provide harnesses, ropes, basic rigging equipment, safety helmets – for use during calls
down the sides of embankments, mountains, gorges, and over the edges of bridges etc.
Swift Water – PFDs (life vests), throw ropes, helmets – for use during calls involving flooding and fast moving
water rescue.
LMVR (ITLS Access) – we are in the accreditation process to allow Hatzolah to train our entire team on the use of
light rescue tools, for the purpose gaining access to vehicles & for extrication of patients. This course & the tools
will allow Hatzolah to be able to rapidly deploy & rescue our patients, when time is of the essence.
Chesed Shel Emet – should the need arise, our teams are trained & equipped to do the holy work of collecting
those body parts and fluids that are require by Halacha to be buried with a Jewish body.
PPE (personal protective equipment) – safety masks, Tyvek suits, protective footwear – to be used on calls
requiring extra protective clothing requirements e.g: paint spills.

3. Rehabilitation / Tools

This side of the trailer will have tools mounted for easy access and use during emergencies. We have not yet purchased
these tools but do foresee some of the following:

TOOLS
• Cordless Recip Saws & spare batteries
• Cordless emergency lighting & spare batteries
• Cordless battery charging stations
• Petrol Chainsaws, Cutting tools
• Assorted hand tools
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Mass Casualty Incident
4. REHAB

These scenes may go on for any length of time from hours to days. Rehabilitation, the ability for medics to rest, eat
and drink is essential. Towards this we propose:

•
•
•

Gas stoves
Hot water for beverages
Cold water for drinking and washing – the trailer has the ability to carry 180L of clean water for this purpose

5. Trailer Equipment

To ensure that the trailer has all the tools/equipment required for it to function fully:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LED lighting
For the lighting up inside the trailer
For lighting up around the trailer & work areas
Power Generation – to ensure the trailer can work away/off the electricity grid
Smart Power Management – to ensure stable power for electronic equipment & deep cycle rechargeable batteries.
Chairs – folding chairs
LPG Gas – bottles, stove, heater
Canvas Canopies – for protection from the sun and rain
Telescopic extensions – to create a high site for radio aerials, CCTV & lighting.

As this is a work in progress, it will require an ongoing budget. Should anyone wish to sponsor any specific equipment
or parts, please contact Hatzolah for details.
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Appreciation Dinner 2018
R

Hatzolah 20th Annual Awards

ecognition is given, to our responders, dispatchers, staff and also to all the spouses and significant others who
willingly share them with us on those late nights, early mornings and weekends. Well done to all our special
service award winners, whether for shifts, calls, or long service. The real winners of course are the members of our
community, whom we serve with passion and pride.
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Crisis Response Unit
t Hatzolah, we are continuously trying to live up to and improve on our motto: “Treatment excellence and
unsurpassed response times.” One such effort is the newly established Hatzolah Crisis Response Unit (CRU).

In Hatzolah we always think about wanting to help someone on their “Worst Day”. We always look for ways to improve
the “Worst Day” for the patient. However, we identified a big gap in the system, as the patient is not necessarily the
only person experiencing the “Worst Day.” Sometimes it is not only the patient who is in need of assistance.
As critical or non-critical as a medical emergency may be, we are always faced with the loved ones who arrive
shortly after us, panic and uncertainty present on their faces, in desperate need of information and answers to their
questions. Sometimes this is easily accomplished by the paramedic on scene simply providing the family with some
assurance that the patient is alive but presenting with an injury or condition which will be managed accordingly. The
relief is visible and almost instantaneous as they are reassured that their child or family member is okay. Following this
comes a rush of emotions with the realisation that our superb team was able to assist.
However, this is not always the case. There are many emergencies to which we respond, that have life-changing and
permanent outcomes, for the patient and also for the family, friends or bystanders present on scene.
Often the calls to which we are activated, such as car accidents, a fall from a height or cardiac arrest, involve critical
patients who require all the available hands on scene. Many medications and procedures need to be provided to the
patient and responders cannot divert their focus to any other person present. For example, a child going into cardiac
arrest after being hit by a car is obviously very distressing for the family, but also for those on scene who witnessed
the incident (and subsequent events).
We realised that the “Worst Day” is not limited to the patient alone, but also to others present, experiencing the
emotional impact of a traumatic event. Until now we have not had the dedicated expertise or resources to provide
desperately needed psychological first aid on scene, in addition to medical treatment.
After identifying that United Hatzalah in Israel has a unit in place called Chosen (Hebrew - for resilience), which deals
specifically with the psychological needs of people involved in an emergency, we knew this was something that
needed to be introduced into our local model. After many months of preparation, including selecting candidates and
working out operational, logistical, halachic and legal implications of such a unit, we were finally ready to start training
the Crisis Response Unit. This unit would be the first of its kind outside of Hatzolah Israel to be trained with such skills.
We were delighted to bring out 2 outstanding instructors from Israel to train our CRU and provide the necessary skills
to take Hatzolah forward to assist the community further. Dr Adam Ballin and Rabbi Avi Tennenbaum are both active
emergency medical responders, members of United Hatzalah’s Chosen unit and are both involved in the management
and training of their unit members.
Approximately 35 CRU members were trained with the skills to provide on-scene psychological first aid and
containment to people affected by trauma. This unit is composed of selected, current Hatzolah responders and
dispatchers, as well as mental health professionals such as practising psychologists, social workers and Rabbis. This
provided a synergistic effect and fortunate position where we could combine the resources of experienced responders
who have the necessary ability to run scenes and contain the environment, with the expertise of active mental health
professionals. This combination is exceptionally valuable and allows for different skill sets to come together to deal
with very challenging situations, faced daily on our calls.
The training course was excellent, allowing us to apply theoretical information gleaned from the World Health
Organisation and Israeli techniques, including information from leading experts such as Dr Farchi, with the practical
applications during case simulations. The course gave us an approach of what to do on scenes as well as what not
to do. Numerous real life examples and experiences were shared, ensuring the training was relevant and applicable
for the South African setting.
We are in the final stages of acquiring the necessary equipment to stock the jump bags that will be issued to CRU
members. Crisis Response Unit responders will be seen on the road wearing unique vests, with a lilac insignia,
differentiating them from the medical responders.
We had the misfortune of having our first call activation for this unit less than 48 hours after going live. It was a great
success for the team and highlighted the essential need for this unit.
With our Crisis Response Unit, we hope to be able to make a tremendous difference to the family members or
bystanders at a horrifying scene, in addition to easing the patient’s difficult experience. This will allow us to focus
100% on the psychological needs of those people present on scene without taking away from the clinical management
of the patient.

Yudi Singer - Medical Manager
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Life Of A Dispatcher
n elderly patient had fallen in her apartment. Unable to move or reach a phone to make contact with anybody,
she remained on the floor for 11 long hours until she was able to alert a neighbour by knocking on the wall. The
neighbour thankfully called Hatzolah immediately and my team was there within minutes of dispatching the call.

A sad scene greeted the responders. The patient had a fractured femur, with the associated danger of blood loss.
She was weak, frail, hungry, cold and in shock, her condition high priority. But help had arrived and the patient was
stabilized, immobilized and taken to hospital. Hatzolah paramedics not only stayed with the patient while she was
x-rayed and admitted to hospital, but also followed up on her status the next morning. Sadly the patient had passed
away. Her condition was unfortunately too advanced by the time she was found.
However, had Hatzolah not been called, this patient would have passed away cold and alone in her apartment, afraid,
undignified and unassisted. Our patient was given the care she needed and deserved.
This call still plays on my mind. This wasn’t the most “traumatic” call but it certainly was no ordinary call either;
this call epitomised what Hatzolah is all about. Selfless individuals providing care to anonymous, helpless patients,
without expecting reciprocation or remuneration of any kind. This is our unique organisation that is Hatzolah.

Robyn Kahlberg

Wishlist
1/ Upgrade an Ambulance

R700 000 each

2/ Wheel chairs for gemach

R3200 each

3/ Safety Helmets – per responder

R850 each

4/ Internationally Recognised Training Courses
eg: LMVR, High Angle Rescue, ACLS, PALS, EMOVA etc

R4000 per person per course

5/ Bullet Proof Vests for mass casualty/unsafe scenes 10pcs

R5000 each

6/ Kevlar Helmets – as per list

R 3000 each

7/ Hydration packs x 10

R 1200 each

8/ Simulation Training Room

Contact us for details
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Analogue

R229

PER MONTH

R2 950 ONCE OFF
(INSTALLATION & CAREPHONE FEE)

GSM

R299

PER MONTH

R4 450 ONCE OFF
(INSTALLATION & CAREPHONE FEE)

PRICE QUOTED IS SUBJECT TO APPROVAL. T’s & C’s Apply.

www.facebook.com/hatzolahSA
@HatzolahSA
29 Durham Street, Raedene. Tel (Office): 0860 100 101, www.hatzolah.co.za
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HATZOLAH MEDICAL EQUIPMENT GEMACH
FOR THE SHORT TERM LOAN OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
Hatzolah now maintains a gemach for the free lending of medical
equipment. Our inventory includes wheelchairs, walkers, canes, crutches,
bathroom equipment, and more. If you need to borrow any of these items,
please call the number below.

HATZOLAH MEDICAL GEMACH NUMBER

0860 004 666
IN LOVING MEMORY OF ROBERT KROPMAN
29 Durham Street, Raedene.

(Office): 0860 100 101,
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info@hatzolah.co.za,

www.hatzolah.co.za

@HatzolahSA
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#WhenSecondsCount

www.insigniaadvertising.co.za

Time is everything when saving a life

We respond to 2300 calls a year
Make a difference and respond to one
Go online to donate or send an Ecard www.hatzolah.co.za
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